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Conference venues and travel directions  

Registration, the keynote lectures and the panel discussion will take place in the lecture theatre HID (no. 1) located on campus. The presentations 

and workshops, as well as the lunch (provided by a Food Truck) will take place in the Seminar Centre in Overbergstraße 19 (no. 2). The walking 

distance between these two locations (green dotted line) is ca. 500 metres. The pre-conference dinner will be held in the restaurant Q-West (no.3), 

located on campus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
No. 3: Restaurant Q-West, 
Pre-conference dinner  
 
Friday 12th May, 6pm 

No. 1: Lecture Theatre HID in the building ID 

13th May 8.30-10.30am and 4-5pm 

No. 2: Seminar Centre Overbergstraße 19 

13th May, 11am-3pm 
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Arriving by public transport: 

We recommend coming to the RUB by public transport. From Bochum Central Station (German: “Hauptbahnhof” (HBF)) take the subway line U35 

towards Hustadt and get out at stop “Ruhr-Universität”. (Ticket: Preisstufe A). On Saturdays, the subway U35 leaves every 15 minutes and reaches 

the university within 10 minutes (see timetable). Walk up to the pedestrian bridge and turn right towards the university campus. Turn left before you 

approach the first building “Universitätsverwaltung”. Heading towards the modern white building with the letters SSC, go down the winding 

staircase in the left corner of the little piazza. Go past the building SSC (on your left) and turn left to I-Nord Straße. Take the path past the 

construction site and the building IC. The building ID will be on your right. Enter the building ID on the ground floor and walk through the area 

with tables/booths until you reach the registration desk in front of the lecture theatre HID. 

 

Arriving by car: 

You can reach the RUB campus by car approaching from Autobahnkreuz Bochum/Witten (A43 and A44). Take exit 19 (Bochum-Querenburg) and 

follow the signs “Ruhr-Universität”. Parking spaces are limited in front of building ID, as well as in the streets Lennershofsstraße and 

Overbergstraße. We advise you to follow current traffic signs and your navigation system due to ongoing construction work. 


